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FROM THE HEAD MASTER’S DESK
This exciting edition of the KC Times reflects the vibrant and diverse activities, events and
achievements that we enjoy and celebrate at the College.
Arts Week was once again was one of the exciting highlights of the Spring term and it provided
the whole community with some marvellous opportunities to perform, create and enjoy!
Once again packed houses were treated to the evening events which continue to be both
entertaining and of an impressive standard. In particular, this year I would like to commend all
those who took part in a superb inter-house Drama competition: it was a delight to witness
such a high quality of production as well as Sixth Formers and Year 9s working together to
create memorable performances. Among several innovations this year was the inter-house
Masterchef Competition which I am sure will become a regular feature in forthcoming years.
Readers will enjoy the sports pages - there is much to celebrate! This year’s Frank Mason
Hockey Tournament was a great success with over 20 other schools welcomed to KC and
our first XI team reached the semi finals, turning in resilient performances throughout the day.
Our under 15 girls’ cricket team should be proud of their achievements as they won the Lady
Taverners Cricket County and Regional Finals and now compete in the Nationals. The under
14 Rugby 7s team should also be commended for their unbeaten record at the Kent Schools’
Rugby 7s Tournament.
It is a pleasure to report outstanding individual sporting success once again: Teigan Sullivan
has been selected to represent Kent in the upcoming National Cross Country championships,
Adam Lee Browne gained his first U18 hockey cap against Ireland and Abigail Pritchard has
been selected for the England Girls’ Tag Rugby squad.
The ski report shows Kent College skiers had a marvellous week in the Italian Alps at
half term: Easter temperatures combined with winter snow produced superb skiing
conditions. For these and the many other extra curricular activities enjoyed at the
College I am very grateful to my colleagues, who go out of their way to make the KC
experience stimulating, diverse and challenging.
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By JULIAN WALTHO SENIOR SCHOOL HEAD MASTER

ARTS WEEK

SPORTING STARS

SUPERB SKIING

ECO WARRIORS

Our central focus is the wellbeing and health of our pupils and many of you will be aware of our emphasis
on building resilience and ensuring mental health. Over recent years, staff have undertaken professional
development focusing on mental health first aid and we have also enjoyed some inspirational speakers
during our in-service training sessions. It is crucial that parents are engaged in this vitally important
aspect of the school’s activity and I was delighted to be able to welcome over 150 of them to an excellent
presentation on understanding the adolescent brain and developing resilience in young people provided
by Dr Bettina Hohnen, Senior Clinical Psychologist and Teaching Fellow at UCL. The lively Q & A session
provided a great opportunity for the wider community to engage with the issues and contribute to the
discussion. Dr Hohnen has already worked with staff at the school and we plan to invite her back to share
her expertise with our students.
As we reach the last days of an exciting term and look forward to the arrival of the warmer weather, I
would like to take the opportunity to thank you all for your continuing support for KC and to wish you all
a very good Easter holiday.

ECO WARRIORS

BY ELLIS BORE

This term we have decided to join the eco-school organisation which is designed to empower students to
be the change our world needs by encouraging them to join in the action-orientated fun. A large number of
enthusiastic staff and students have already participated in two meetings to decide the best way to achieve
the green flag award, lead by sixth former Chair and Deputy Chair, Marco and Florence.
The Eco Warriors plan to improve our biodiversity, reduce waste and power usage. They will improve
recycling of waste, using designated bins to help with sorting. Additionally, they plan to add and improve
the wildlife sites on both the school grounds and on the farm, encouraging wider diversity in insects and
pollinators. In order to reduce power consumption, they plan to encourage the turning off of lights in empty
classrooms.
The Eco Warriors have set up an eco-board with key information on what they have done, what they plan to
do, and when the latest meetings will be.
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NEWS IN BRIEF
YOUNG CHEFS COOKERY
COMPETITION
In January, Olivia Simmonds Roberts and Daisy
O’Connor participated in the District Finals of the
Rotary Young Chef cookery competition. They
prepared a three course meal in two hours for a
panel of judges. The standard was really high,
with Olivia receiving a special commendation
for having such skill at a young age.
BY DAISY O’CONNOR

METHODIST YOUTH
PRESIDENT
Kent College were privileged
to receive a visit from the
Youth President of the National
Methodist
Church,
Jasmine
Yeboah this term. Jasmine
shared an inspirational Chapel
presentation on the theme of
courage and engaged on a tour of
all the local Methodist Schools. At
lunchtime she met with the Kent
College Student Executive.

Craig Boyne, Kent College’s
Head of Hockey and
Canterbury Men’s 1st XI
Head Coach has recently
been selected to be the lead
boys’ coach at Englands’
Performance Centre in
Tonbridge.
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INTER HOUSE PUBLIC SPEAKING

BY ISABELLA SAVIN
On the 5th February, the annual InterHouse Public Speaking Competition was
held, where students from the Junior and
Senior years delivered thought-provoking
and thoroughly entertaining speeches on
a variety of topics.
Have you ever thought about which
human quality is the most important?
Our youngest competitor, Florence Clarke
in Year 7 thought it was humour, as did
Becket’s Grace Almond and Max Wright,
who were a great double act! Also from
the Junior competition, Anna Hagan and
Annicke Otto delivered an amusing speech
on the dangers and uses of technology in
the present day.
Would you say religion is beneficial?
Isabella Savin from Chaucer and Sophia
Shrestha from Augustine in the Senior
competition communicated their own ideas
convincingly on this subject before Florence
Winter-Taylor gave a topical speech on
gender choices, a widespread debate in
today’s society.
After a fantastic evening and enthusiastic
participation from all, the Junior competition
was won by Angelica Wright and Olivia Aylwin
from Augustine, while Gus Redman from
Marlowe won the Senior competition. Well
done everyone!

CHINESE NEW YEAR

During this term, the boarding community enjoyed a
lovely meal at the restaurant ‘Chopsticks’, allowing
many multicultural groups to come together to
celebrate the Chinese New Year.
The boarders also went paintballing, a wellloved favourite for both students and staff. Other
tripsincluded visits to Bluewater, Go Karting &
Cirque du Soleil.
These trips allow everyone to socialise and engage
in fun activities, acquiring unforgettable memories
that the community will look back on.
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KENT COLLEGE STORIES

KENT COLLEGE DRAMA
BY SAM STEVENS

Recently, the Year 11 drama students presented an extraordinary
evening of performances to a very high standard. Monologues
and group work all demonstrated an extensive range of skills.
Performances included texts from ‘Things I Know To Be True’, ‘DNA’,
‘The Long Road’ and many other productions. Each and every one
conveyed different emotions excellently and each performance was
unique in its own way. This was a fantastic event and holds highhopes for the future of these students.

PENNINGTON’S HENRY V V

Twenty four drama students and four teachers from the Pennington School in New Jersey, America
came and visited England from the 10th to the 19th of March. Kent College has had a relationship with
Pennington for many years now, allowing educational and cultural exchanges which has resulted in life
long friendships.
Before coming to Kent College they visited London, where they saw famous landmarks and watched theatre
productions in places like the National Theatre. They came to Canterbury on Sunday the 17th where they
visited Canterbury Cathedral and visited other landmarks in the city with their host families. Then on the
Monday they visited the school, taking part in workshops and performed William Shakespeare’s ‘Henry V’,
which everyone thoroughly enjoyed. They then left on the Tuesday to go to Heathrow airport to travel home.
Everyone from Kent College hopes that they had an exciting and entertaining trip and hopes that someday
students can once again go back to America and visit them.
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HOUSE MUSIC

BY ALICIA HUNT

House Music, as always, was a huge success. Each house presented a short programme which
included a solo, an ensemble, a pop song and a ‘House Song’. At the end of the evening, our
adjudicator Mr David Burridge declared Chaucer as the overall winners, with Augustine being
awarded the cup for the best ‘House Song’. The evening was very enjoyable and performances were to a very high standard (solos from Dan Ahern, Olivia Aylwin, Alicia Hunt and Stanley
Hsu). Particular thanks to the music captains of each house: Dan Ahern, Ellie Box, Finn Gape
and Dulcie Noble.

HOUSE DRAMA
BY SAM STEVENS

Thursday 14th February saw one of the most famed events of Arts Week, our annual
House Drama competition, take place. Year 7, 8 and 9 students were challenged to act
in 15 minute-long plays written and directed by Year 12s, with the houses being judged
on the performance of the cast as well as the direction, writing, and technical elements
of each play as well as for their programmes. Becket House, with their piece entitled
‘A Play on Words’, won the day; however, all four houses ought to be commended
for the quality of their contributions, with Florence Clarke, Phoebe Haddon, Emily
Keys and Isabella Pagliaro being awarded certificates for their individual acting
performances. We would like to thank Mr Hall and the Drama Department for their
role in overseeing the evening, IJ Lander for running the tech for the evening, and
our adjudicator, for taking the time to come and watch the plays and give
such useful and perceptive feedback.
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MEET SARAH GURI
BY MAY DOUGLAS

Amidst all of the exciting achievements, events and activities happening in
the Spring term, Kent College is also looking forward to welcoming a new Bursar
to the school. An interview was conducted in which we gained some insight into
Mrs Guri’s past, family life, and why she chose Kent College: BY ELLIS BORE
“I was brought up in Bedford and went to Bedford Girls’ School. I trained as a
Chartered Accountant with Grant Thornton and then moved into the financial
services sector as a consultant, where I worked for Santander, RBS and, for the last 6
years, Barclaycard in Northampton. I am now making the move into the education sector, in which I
have always had a keen interest: my Mum was the Head of Maths at St Andrew’s Girls’ School and
my sister is now a Deputy Head at a co-educational independent school.
My family and I are relocating from Bedford to Kent and my husband, Saimir, and I are delighted that
our two daughters will be taking up their places at KC Junior School. I am looking forward to exploring
Kent and all it has to offer, particularly walking along the beach with my family and riding our bikes in
the woods. The girls are also delighted by the opportunity to take horse riding lessons within their own
school; such a fabulous unique selling point for KC.”
Do you have any hobbies outside of work?
“When I find time, away from the demands of work and family, I enjoy being in the garden and playing
the piano, both individually and as duets with my elder daughter. I am also a keen supporter of Bolton
Wanderers Football Club (my parents grew up in Bolton) and I follow the England Cricket team (once as
far as to South Africa).”
Why Kent College?
“Having enjoyed a number of years in banking, I was ready for my
next challenge. The position of a Bursar, with its wide remit and
responsibilities, enables me to transfer my existing skills such as
governance, financial control and team development to this exciting
role.
As for why KC specifically, the values which are so clearly at the
forefront of the school, and the success thereof, fit with me on a
personal level, particularly around the development of the full potential of each individual.
I am also excited about the progressive ambition of KC, be that through the early adoption and subsequent
success of the IB, the expansion into Dubai and Hong Kong and now the construction of the magnificent
Great Hall. Personally, I am looking forward to being involved in a number of other important development
projects and commercial initiatives, meeting and working with the various and varied staff at the school and
to understanding their contributions to the success of the school.”

RECYCLED ART

On a sunny Friday at the end of Arts Week, Year 7 had a trip to Seasalter to clean up the beaches.
Once the beaches had been cleared of litter, the Year 7s returned
with their bin bags full of litter, to make a shoal of eight fish which
is proudly displayed in the school quad. They constructed their
fish by using a wooden template and adding some of the litter
that they had collected earlier that day, creating a fish-like
shape. They then wrapped it up in chicken wire and filled the
inside with smaller pieces of debris such as milk carton caps
and golf balls. After their fishes were completed they took their
sculptures out into the quad, using poles to hold them in place.
These sculptures were a spectacular finale to bring a their first
Arts Week to an end.
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CHARITIES COMMITTEE
BYANGELICA WRIGHT

SENIOR CHARITIES
Senior Charities have had a very busy term.
Pancake Sales, Red Nose Day events and an
amazing Variety Show all went towards an
amazing total and a brilliant set of events.
Across the school we have now raised over
£12,000 for charity this academic year with
recent recipients being Comic Relief, The
Fifth Trust and UNICEF.

VARIETY SHOW
To kick off arts week, Kent College hosted our annual Variety Show, to display the
wide array of talent that we have here. This year a new director, Mrs White, took on the
challenge. And along with the Charity Committee and Louis Kind, Mrs White created
an incredible performance full of impressive and diverse acts; all for a wonderful
cause. Teamed up with many other schools, this year, they raised £1,500 for the charity
UNICEF, which works with children to provide education, food and clean water. Some of
the extraordinary acts included singing, dancing and even drumming. There was a wide
range of participants in the show, from years 7 -11, sixth formers and even a few teachers.
The show was a huge success showcasing some incredible talent but also embracing
cultural differences and showcasing those traditions for their peers.
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BY SOPHIA SHRESTHA

SPORTING SUCCESS

This term has been extremely busy, where athletes have continued to demonstrate their spectacular
sporting talents. Many of the students utilise our facilities such as the school gym during strength
and conditioning, the astro and sports hall. Throughout this term, there have been countless sporting
achievements from individuals and teams. However, simply during Games or PE lessons, all students
display a great attitude towards sport and are eager to stretch themselves in areas of improvement.
The Girls Cricket Team team have had an impressive and competitive season. The U13 Girls Cricket
Team came second in the Lady Taverners Cricket County Tournament and U15 Girls Cricket Team won
the Lady Taverners Cricket County and Regional Finals. They now compete in the Nationals next term.
Moreover, the U14 Boys Rugby 7s Team won the Kent Schools Rugby 7s Shield Competition—this was
the first time Kent College had ever entered the tournament. The team move on to compete at the National
7s Tournament at Roslyn park at the end of the term. Our Equestrian team continue to thrive as after
their recent successes, they will go on to represent for Kent at the County Championships at Bury Farm,
Buckingham in April. Overall a fantastic effort and a great foundation for the future.

In such a short space of time, we have accomplished so much and
have had lots of team and personal achievements.
Please keep following our individual performances and our collective
journey via our Twitter (@KCC_Sport) and Instagram accounts
12 (@kccsport)

INDIVIDUAL HONOURS
RUGBY CALL UP
Some individual honours go to:
Abigail Pritchard for making the
England Rugby Touch Team, Evie
Slater swam at the Kent County
Championships at Crystal Palace
and the London Aquatics Centre
where she managed to retain her
gold medal from last year.

NETBALL STAR

Grace Patterson has been selected for the
U17 London Pulse Netball Squad. She successfully trialed for Crystal Palace Netball
Club and has also been chosen as part of
the U14 National Squad and U16 Regional
Squad.

From his excellent performances in
the Kent County teams, Yannick De
Moubray has been selected to join
Saracens Rugby Club.

CROSS COUNTRY
Year 9 student, Teigan Sullivan won the
Kent Schools’ Junior girls Cross Country
Championship held last Saturday at the
Duke of York School in Dover.
115 competitors took part and she led
the race from start to finish winning in
an impressive time of 10:41 minutes.
Teigan gained automatic qualification to
represent Kent and Kent College in the
English Schools National Cross Country
Championships which are to be held in
Leeds on the 16th March.
ENGLAND HOCKEY INTERNATIOAL

Since being selected in 2018, Adam Lee-Browne has now
competed for England U18s, including a week series over half
term, and he continues to train regularly with the squad.
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SIXTH FORM SPRING BALL
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WORLD BOOK DAY 2019
BOOK WEEK

World Book Day was celebrated through a trio of
events and activities throughout the last week. A large
number of KS3 students took part in a Staff Favourite
Books Hunt, which saw them dashing around school
trying to track down posters detailing a variety of
different staff member’s favourite book, to then write
in their grid. This was followed up by a Book Quiz in
the Chapel at lunchtime on World Book Day itself,
with 16 different extracts from KS3 books being
read through audio narration by students and staff;
a surprisingly relaxing and soothing experience! This
was all rounded off with a Book Fair taking place in
the Old Library throughout the week, wherein students
could purchase new copies of some, hopefully, new
favourites! Mr Smith would like to thank all students
for their participation, enthusiasm and responses to the
events in the highly successful World Book Day/ Week!

LUCY STRANGE
OUR CASTLE BY THE SEA

BY HARRY SMITH

At Kent College we are privileged to have staff who are knowledgeable and
passionate about their subjects, and this can be seen in our talented English teacher,
Lucy Strange, who has recently written and published two extremely successful
novels. Her novel, ‘Our Castle By the Sea’ follows the life of a young girl, Pet, during
the Second World War, whose family is torn apart due to the prejudice, fear and
ruthlessness of war. Set in a lighthouse on the Kent coast, this powerful story explores
the emotional impacts of war, through ideas of betrayal and preconception and how the
political conflict between two countries can reveal equal conflict in society. Ms Strange
has been able to weave together ideas of love, grief, action, family and even elements of
magic into this carefully constructed novel, using the events of World War 2 to explore the
tensions that can be seen throughout society, and the importance of kindness to all around
you. The idea of ‘enemy aliens’ as a key historical criticism within the story, where those
of ‘enemy’ nationality during the Second World War were feared, and epitomises the harsh
prejudice that resonated around the country during this time- when Pet’s German mother
is persecuted due to her heritage, the conflict against the Nazis becomes all too real for the
Zimmerman-Smith family.
As part of her book launch, Ms Strange gave an enlightening
talk about her new novel to the junior years, and revealed
secrets about the writing process and the exorbitant effort and
time that is required to do this. She commented on the extensive
research that went into forming her plot, including sleeping in
actual lighthouses in order to capture their uniqueness and beauty
‘Our Castle by the Sea’ is a story of the compassion, kindness and
magic that can be found within hard situations, and, although is
set during the Second World War, has messages that correlate with
today’s society. This novel will make you feel happiness, grief, drama
and wonder at our past mistakes in history and what we can do to
ensure
that these are never repeated.
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BY EMILY WATERS

INTERNATIONAL BACCALAUREATE
The International Baccalaureate (IB) is a challenging and thoughtprovoking programme offered to 16- to 19-year-olds in over 150 schools
across the UK, that encourages students to work independently and
critically. Kent College has been running the IB programme for 10 years
— it is very well established at the school and has a highly regarded
reputation.
The course leads to an IB diploma at the end of several in-school
assessments and external exams at the end of Year 13. The IB is
advantageous in that it offers a very broad scope of study, has a high
credibility in UK universities, and allows an easier pathway into further
education overseas. The exams are marked with a point system, the
highest mark attainable being 45 points. Diplomas are given to students
who achieve a minimum of 24 points and the UK’s top universities make
offers to those who achieve 32 or more. The average point score at Kent College has been stable at 37
points per student, the equivalent of 3 A grades at A-Level. The difference between the IB and A-Levels
is that the IB enables students to carry on with 6 subjects rather than 3 or 4; this is particularly useful for
students who find it difficult to decide which subjects to drop after the GCSE examinations.
The main part of the IB course is comprised of 6 sections, each receiving a maximum of 7 points. These
are named accordingly: studies in language and literature, language acquisition (foreign languages),
experimental sciences (including biology, chemistry and physics), individuals and societies (including
humanities subjects such as geography and history), mathematics and computer science and the arts
(including drama, art and music). 3 of these will be taken at a higher level, and the other 3 at a standard
level.
In addition, there are 3 compulsory elements to the IB, which gain extra credit. Candidates can gain up to
three points for their Theory of Knowledge (ToK), Extended Essay (EE) and Creativity, Action and Service
(CAS). The ToK helps a student to analyse and argue a point effectively, the CAS encourages extracurricular involvement in community services, theatre or music, and the EE is an opportunity to conduct
academic research within a subject being studied.
I interviewed several year 13 students about the the IB, and it is evident that the course has many
advantages. For instance, it “allows you to have a wider cultural knowledge” and to learn from a global
perspective and from different viewpoints, and opens a “broad range of subjects”. Others said that the
Extended Essay helped them to think analytically
and is “great” for personal statements for
universities. Additionally, it was agreed amongst
year 13 that doing the IB course has created
a “sense of camaraderie”, creating a friendly
support network and boosting others in their
confidence and studies.
Previous students who have completed the
IB course at Kent College have left year 13 to
study courses including: Human Sciences at
Oxford University, Politics at Durham University,
Engineering at Manchester University and
Accounting & Finance at LSE — to name but a
few!
BY ISABELLA SAVIN
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KC ADVENTURES
SKI TRIP CLAVIERE, ITALY
During the February Half Term Break of 2019, forty intrepid
skiers and snowboarders, accompanied by six athletic
members of staff, braved an extremely early flight
in order to travel to the Alps of Italy, where we were greeted
with thick snow, glorious, uninterrupted sunshine and
extraordinary mountain scenery.
Accompanied every day by the glistening sun, we enjoyed
six full days on the slopes, participating in lessons led by
experienced and knowledgable instructors. Our groups
ranged from able, skilful skiers, who enjoyed racing down
the black runs due to the ideal conditions, to hard working
beginners, many of
whom were enjoying
their first ever time
in the mountains.
However, the many
hours spent perfecting
our parallel turns on
the snow was not the
only excitement of the
trip, as an activity had
been arranged every
evening to ensure
complete enjoyment
of our time there.
Every evening brought
new adventure, from
a skidoo ride up the mountain, where a hot chocolate
and crepe were waiting for us; ice skating in the dark
with the magnificent mountains illuminated behind us; a
delicious pizza and gelato night where we could savour
the famous Italian cuisine, to a competitive quiz, which
involved Smarties, Twitter followers and challenging general
knowledge questions and ‘bum boarding’ down a red run in
the pitch black.
By the end of the week, exhaustion was inevitable, however
no one wanted to return to the mountainless and snowless
England; after a presentation celebrating all of our skiing
and snowboarding achievements, we were forced to leave
the beauty of the Alps, and returned home full of love and a
desire to return once more. Ski France 2020, here we come!
BY EMILY WATERS
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SALAMANCA, SPAIN
As part of the GCSE Spanish curriculum, this term some of
the Spanish students went on a four day trip to Salamanca.
We went with Mrs Alonso Harris and Mr Smith. Salamanca
is situated in the northwest of Spain and is famous for its
university, dating back to the 1110s.
Some of the landmarks visited included the Casa de Conchas
( house of shells), the plaza mayor, the Salamanca cathedral
and the casa lis ( a museum for art deco and art nouveau) We
even went to the Museo de Muñeca ( museum of dolls).

We also ate tapas and thoroughly enjoyed the hot weather.
We went on lots of tours around Salamanca and immersed
ourselves in Spanish culture, such as making tortilla and
eating tapas. We also visited Avila which has giant city walls
surrounding it, and on our last day took a tour of Madrid. We
really enjoyed the trip and learnt lots of new conversational
Spanish that we can use in the future.
BY ANGELICA WRIGHT, AMY GALLAGHER & HANNAH BOULTON

OLD CANTERBURIANS

By ROBBIE WHITTAKER
HEAD BOY 2016-2017

ENGLAND INTERNATIONAL
Old Canterburian, Lizzie Neal (2017) gained her
first full international cap at senior level in the GB
Women’s Hockey match against New Zealand on 8
February.

The match, the first part of the team’s FIH Pro
League campaign, saw Lizzie join fellow OC, Grace
Balsdon (2011). Lizzie and Grace were then part of
the side which took on Australia the following week,
and the following match, which saw the GB side take
on China, saw Lizzie secure her first international
goal. GB went on to win the game after a shootout;
many congratulations to both Lizzie and Grace. Roll
on Tokyo 2020!

IN MEMORIAM

Old Canterburians will be saddened to hear of the
passing of Martin H Roberts (1951). Martin had fond memories of his time at the
school in the late ‘40s, particularly contemporaries Robert and Michael Smith. Martin
was a stalwart of OC dinners for a number of years and enjoyed telling the story
of a peculiar project he once undertook as a pupil, which involved determining the
number of pubs in Canterbury and uncovering the historical connections attached
to each! After a career as a chartered marine engineer, donations are welcomed for
the RNLI, or for Cancer Research or the British Hear Foundation.

ALUMNI WEBSITE

A reminder that the Old Canterburian Club website can be accessed at oldcanterburians.
co.uk. Find digitised archives, news from the club and use the directory to search for fellow Old
Canterburians. OCs are welcome to share their news stories with the Old Canterburian Club, by
getting in touch via robbie.whittaker@canterburians.org.uk
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JUNIOR SCHOOL

EARLY YEARS
Early Years have had a busy
term. They started with the topic
‘People Who Help Us’ and were
joined by lots of important people
who help us in our everyday lives.
More recently they moved on to
an exciting topic about space. The
pupils really enjoyed the book ‘Aliens
Love Underpants’ and guess what?
The morning after they had read the
book they arrived at school to find that
an alien had crash landed outside the
class room overnight and strewn their
underpants all over the place!

Year 1 really enjoyed their recent visit to St.
Peter’s Methodist Church and Revd. Tim
Nicholls helped us to re-enact a baptism with
a baby that we named Violet for the occasion!

In Early Years, we investigated people who help
us in the community. We visited Whitstable RNLI
station. The local PCSO’s came in to school to
talk to the children about how to keep safe. We
also visited Herne Bay Fire Station and learnt
all about a firefighters busy job. During our visit
to Estuary View Medical Centre lots of children
had plaster casts put on their ‘broken’ arms! It
really was a busy term and our role play doctors
surgery was always fully booked!
20

HOCKEY FINALISTS
The Kent College Junior School
Under 11s recently competed
in the National Independent
Schools Hockey Final, the
team perfomed exceptionally,
qualifying as runners up from
South East Region. A special
mention must go out to the
brilliant group of players:
George Foulds Brandt
Caelan McDermott
Louie Vincent
Tommy Rogers
Jonny Devereux
Breandon Cheeseman
Zach Brown.

ATHLETICS

The KC Junior School Athletics Team
at The National Prep Schools Cross
Country at Malvern College. Kent
College finished in 5th place, with
Louie Vincent finishing coming in at
14th place.

JUNIOR CHARITIES
This term the junior charities team put together a very creative new theme for nonuniform day; mad hair day. All of the students enjoyed it, bringing some very interesting
ideas, which made everyone laugh. For this event we supported Porchlight, a local
homelessness charity, and we raised £167, which was a fantastic achievement. Mr
Tough from Porchlight came into talk to the junior charities group about the work of this
great charity.
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KENT COLLEGE CHORISTERS
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BARNARDO’S JUNIOR CHOIR OF THE YEAR
For the sixth year running, Kent College Choristers were one of 18 choirs selected for the Finals of
this prestigious competition. The very best choirs from all across the UK were performing in the Royal
Festival Hall, London. It was a truly amazing experience, both taking part in the massed choir items
and singing their individual songs. They scored high marks for both their pieces and they received
some very pleasing comments from the judges.
‘How can I keep from Singing’ - 87 marks
Good dynamic shaping and phrase closure
Good vowel unanimity
Beautiful tone and good intonation
Lovely ending
‘Now the Green Blade Rises’ - 86 marks
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Good opening -congratulations to solo voices
Again good dynamic contrasts.
Bars 73-76 –ensure that the lower part is
strong enough against the upper parts.
Well prepared.

BBC YOUNG CHOIR OF THE YEAR
We are very proud of our Kent College Choristers who, following
a recording session last November, were one of only five choirs to
be selected for the televised rounds of the BBC Songs of Praise
Young Choir of the Year 2019. This is the second year running that
the Choristers have reached this stage of the competition and
they were the only choir from last year’s competition to appear a
second time.
A team from the BBC visited the school a few weeks ago to film
the Choristers as part of the background to the programme. They
also interviewed some of the children, as well as their Director
Jackie Spencer and Deputy Head Simon James.
Last weekend the Choristers travelled up to Bolton for the filming
of the actual competition. They had a great time meeting the other
choirs and singing a worship song as part of a massed choir.
They sang their hearts out in the competition, but you will have to wait until it is broadcast to find out the
result! The programme will go out on 19th May on BBC 1, exact time to be announced.
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Kent College Canterbury
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RED NOSE DAY

Red Nose Day was fantastic fun! The Junior School charities team
came up with some amazing ideas, putting on a special celebration
assembly with jokes and songs, and ‘red bake sale’ - comprising
of red cakes and fruits. We are creating a special joke book full of
the world’s funniest jokes submitted by Junior School students,
which will be sold in aid of Comic Relief. Everyone, including Senior
School students, came into school in non-uniform. In total, we
raised an astounding £800 for Comic Relief.

SUMMER TERM - DATES FOR YOUR DIARY
MAY

SATURDAY 10TH - FARM OPEN MORNING 10:00AM - 1:00PM AT MOAT FARM

JUNE

FRIDAY 7TH - GRANDPARENTS DAY AT THE JUNIOR SCHOOL
SUNDAY 9TH - YEAR 7 WELCOME SERVICE
SUNDAY 16TH - NEW YEAR 7 WELCOME SERVICE IN THE SENIOR SCHOOL CHAPEL
SATURDAY 22ND - PARENTS DAY AT THE JUNIOR SCHOOL
WEDNESDAY 26TH - SENIOR SCHOOL SPORTS DAY
SATURDAY 29TH - JUNIOR SCHOOL SPORTS DAY & SUMMER FAYRE

JULY

MONDAY 1ST & 2ND - SUMMER OPERA
THURSDAY 4TH - JUNIOR SCHOOL YEAR 6 LEAVERS AND BBQ - TERM ENDS
FRIDAY 5TH - SENIOR SCHOOL SPEECH DAY WITH GUEST SPEAKER MICHAEL MORPURGO &
SENIOR SCHOOL TERM ENDS
SATURDAY 6TH - OC’S REUNION AND CONCERT, SENIOR SCHOOL
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